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Preface to "The 1st International Online Conference

on Infrastructures"

The long-term preservation of Transport Infrastructure is a multidisciplinary effort. Transport

Infrastructure (TI) is a key and strategic asset that supports social and economic growth and

development through communication and mobility of people and goods. At the same time, roads

are also essential for sustainability, the development of resilient transportation networks being one of

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) for the UN’s 2030 Agenda.

There is a need for new visions to improve the efficiency and resilience of infrastructures and

their availability in safe and secure conditions for a better mobility.

In order to achieve this goal, prioritizing investments is key, both for new projects and the

maintenance of existing infrastructure. This goal has been addressed through different research

programmes at national and international levels, considering several aspects that can be simplified in

KPIs such as in the acronym RAMSSHE€P, which stands for Reliability, Availability, Maintainability,

Safety, Security, Health, Environment, €conomics, and Politics.

These societal, maintenance, and performance aspects configure an information vector of

impacts, which defines a challenging constraint for predictive maintenance, providing as much

information as possible to infer the condition rating (CR) of the TI or asset and thus prevent critical

problems. The main idea is to forecast asset deterioration to support infrastructure management and

to combine quantitative and objective collection of data with a processing and analysis tool chain

during the whole lifecycle of the infrastructure.

Moreover, in the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic and its significant impact on

the supply chain, demand for raw materials and transportation costs have increased, resulting in

shortages and price hikes. As a result, construction works are more expensive. This gives even more

importance to the need for a focus on Sustainability, fostering recycling and the reuse of materials,

one of the essential aims of a Circular Economy Action Plan.

Construction and demolition (C&D) waste, including all the waste generated by the construction

and demolition of buildings and infrastructures, as well as road maintenance, is an appreciable share

of all the waste produced in the world. Due to the volume of materials involved in this process,

there is a need for improving circularity because of the large potential of these valuable resources.

This implies both managing C&D waste in an environmentally sound way and contributing to the

transition to a circular economy through valorisation in high-value applications.

Apart from the Green Transition, there is a need for a digital transition in infrastructure

management. BIM is an information model that represents the physical and attribute elements of

construction and permits the sharing of knowledge and practices in a collaborative environment

throughout the building lifecycle.

Exploring this information model can be powerful for high-value applications, from the design

all the way to the final demolition. Infrastructure managers can find this high value from accurate

and multisource data inputs that are updated periodically through infrastructure monitoring to

collaboratively forecast the risks and challenges for all the involved stakeholders, with emphasis on

collaboration. This is a key to improve a service that is essential for people and economy: mobility.

Joaquín Martínez-Sánchez , Patricija Kara De Maeijer, Davide Lo Presti, Hosin “David” Lee ,

Ana Sánchez Rodríguez, and Francesco Liberati

Editors

xi
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Abstract

Assessment of Pavement Structural Conditions Using a
Ground-Penetrating Radar †

S. Sonny Kim

School of Environmental, Civil, Agricultural, and Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering,
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Keywords: ground-penetrating radar (GPR); pavement structure; electromagnetic mixing theory;
subgrade soil density

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) technology has been widely applied in ground
subsurface investigations. Since 1980s, GPR technology has become a well-established
technique for pavement performance evaluation. The analysis of GPR data provides rich
information on the layer depths of pavement structures, material conditions, moisture
content, voids, and locations of reinforcement and other features. The capability to accu-
rately and reliably assess the subsurface conditions of pavement structure is essential to
investigate both functional and structural deficiencies of pavements and their associated
causalities resulting in the most cost-effective maintenance and rehabilitation treatments.
The overall goal of this study is to extend GPR technology in combination with modern
data analytics to provide improved pavement investigation methodology. In this study, an
analytical approach to estimate field subgrade density is presented, which is critical for the
diagnosis of pavement foundation failure [1,2].
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1. Overview and Novelty

Cold recycling materials (CRM) with bitumen emulsion are getting increasingly im-
portant, aiming at highly efficient road infrastructure and tackling energy consumption,
as well as its further consequences on climate change. Normally, cement is added to get
improved strength, but its usage leads to risk, again, in mixture performance, such as
brittleness behavior and drying shrinkage [1,2]. The objective of the present study is to
analyze how eco-friendly by-product fillers affect the moisture resistance, as well as the
stiffness of CRM.

2. Methodology and Results

The aggregate blend of the mortars was obtained by removing the coarse aggregate
(larger than 2 mm) CRM granulate. The emulsion and filler content was fixed to 5%
emulsion content and filler content of 3%. Cationic slow-setting bitumen emulsion was
used. Various fillers were selected to provide an extensive overview of the effect of fillers
on the mechanical properties and water sensitivity of CRM materials: cement (CE), ladle
slag (LD), silica fume (SF), Ettringite binder (ET:70% LD + 30% gypsum), and geopolymer
(GO:55% LD 35% Fly ash + 10% SF). Two different methods were used to assess the
water sensitivity which are Rolling Bottle Test (RBT) and Shaking Abrasion Test (SAT).
Dynamic Modulus were derived and Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) tests were performed
to validate RBT and SAT method results.

In general, Figure 1 shows that the curing time has a clear influence on the coating
ability, abrasion resistance, and dynamic modulus especially at the initial stage of curing
(within 28 days). Figure 1a,b show that the used fillers improved the bitumen coverage
for both basalt and limestone aggregate compared with CE as a control filler, except SF
which exhibited poor bitumen covering ability. It is worth noting that bitumen affinity to
basalt aggregate is higher, especially at an early age, this finding is lined up with. When
compared with CE, ET filler improved the bitumen coating ability after water erosion due
to the early formed crystallin that increases the interlocking force between bitumen and
aggregate surface, which improves adhesion between the mastic and the aggregate surface.
In contrast, the bitumen coating ability of the CE specimen was considerably low. In the
CE blended aggregate, the rigid hydration products improve the stiffness properties of
the bitumen which, in turn, increases the stiffness of the mortar, as shown in Figure 1c,
which improves the cohesion considerably but the adhesion slightly, and since the stripping
resistance mostly depends on adhesion. Generally, all used fillers showed comparable
abrasion resistance in 90 days of observation except SF. However, CE has slightly higher
abrasion resistance on the first days of curing. Considering the effect of fillers on E, mortars

Eng. Proc. 2022, 17, 2. https://doi.org/10.3390/engproc2022017002 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/engproc3
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with CE and ET exhibited the highest long-term and short-term performances, respectively.
SF mortar performed the worst.
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Figure 1. (a) Results of RBT test for the Basalt, (b) results of RBT test for the limestone, (c) results of
SAT, and (d) results of UPV.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations

• Adding the active fillers provided a higher bitumen coverage and abrasion resistance
than the SF, resulting in better affinity and moisture resistance, especially ET;

• The effect of filler on moisture sensitivity was found to be higher than the effect of
aggregates;

• Adding ET filler provided higher E values at an early age, while the CE led to higher
stiffening behavior in long term;

• LD and GO allowed for general lower stiffness and higher bitumen coverage and
comparable abrasion resistance compared with CE;

• The result of the E test is generally correlated with abrasion resistance;
• Applying those methods and tests will provide a more comprehensive view for evalu-

ating the moisture resistance of the CRM mixtures.
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Digital twins (DTs) represent an emerging technology that can allow interaction be-
tween physical assets and their virtual replicas. These virtual replicas enclose the geometry
derived from complex modelling procedures and the dynamism derived from artificial
intelligence. Nowadays, DT applications are found in almost every engineering area, DTs
serve different purposes, e.g., they test how new devices behave under diverse conditions
or while being controlled, and monitor existing processes to help them improve.

The Building Information Modelling (BIM) methodology, for its part, has revolution-
ized and changed the construction engineering and architecture sector in recent times.
BIM refers to a collaborative work methodology used for the conception and management
of building and civil works projects that include a digital model that centralizes all the
information (e.g., geometric, costs, maintenance, etc.). BIM models are theoretical and are
derived from the design phase where this methodology is applied. Instead, the As-Built
models refer to the representation of the actual work progress at each moment and reflect
the reality and evolution of the construction site through time.

With the improvement in artificial intelligence, in terms of software capabilities for 3D
modelling and simulation in construction environments (BIM models) related to Computer-
Aided Design and Engineering (CAD/CAE) and Geographical Information System (GIS)
technologies, DTs now have a place in urban projects, land management, and public
infrastructure. However, until now, the use of DTs in this area has been limited as, in most
cases, they are only used for high-quality 3D digital representation without connecting to
other systems, dynamic analysis, or simulation.

This work proposes the creation of a DT for monitoring the construction of a wind
farm. It draws a comparison between the BIM model (which contains the construction
specifications) and the As-Built models that represent the actual construction at different
times. It also helps to control deviations regarding civil works that may occur during
construction. All the data obtained (position of the wind turbines, the platform of the
footing, the trace of the road, the width of the roadway, the slope of the road, etc.) must be
stored in order to be displayed in the most didactic way possible so that the user can clearly
understand it. Then, the DT includes a connection to a database to obtain the necessary
information for the 3D representation. The model comparison must be displayed according
to what the user considers relevant in each case, e.g., delivering the BIM model and the
As-Built model in a specific construction area.

The authors propose using the Unreal Engine to create an interface for user interaction
that includes CAD/CAE models obtained from the BIM and As-Built models corresponding
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to different steps during the construction. Furthermore, the use of non-relational databases
(MongoDB) is proposed since the data to be stored are semi-structured (not all areas of
a model will have the same parameters), and the project needs are unpredictable since
they can change alongside progression. The flexibility of non-relational databases can
allow these variations to be efficiently captured without making significant changes to the
database structure.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization and methodology, A.O.-B., J.L.-R., P.M.-S. and D.G.-A.;
software, A.O.-B., J.L.-R. and P.M.-S.; validation, A.O.-B., J.L.-R., P.M.-S. and D.G.-A.; writing—
original draft preparation A.O.-B.; writing—review and editing, A.O.-B., J.L.-R., P.M.-S. and D.G.-A.
All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Abstract: As a consequence of the ever-increasing urban population and continuous development of
industrialization and economies of the countries around the world, the construction and demolition
industry has gained eye-catching popularity, although it is also considered one of the largest producers
of solid wastes globally. In an effort to counteract the negative effects of the growing construction
and demolition waste (CDW) issue, the current study focuses on the utilization of mixed CDW-based
materials such as hollow brick (HB), red clay brick (RCB), roof tile (RT), glass (G) and concrete
(C) in the production of geopolymer binders. These materials were acquired from demolished
residential buildings in an urban transformation area and then subjected to an identical two-step
crushing–milling procedure to reach sufficient fineness for geopolymerization. In the first stage of
the study, these materials were used singly in the production of geopolymer binders to analyse the
effects of material characteristics (e.g., fineness, chemical composition and crystalline nature) on
the geopolymerization performance. Thereafter, these materials were used altogether in a quinary
mixture to produce geopolymer binders with the purpose of better simulating the real-life conditions
where CDWs are obtained altogether and are time-/energy-consuming to separate. In order to
characterize the performance of different CDW-based materials, several mixture designs were made
using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) as the alkali activator. After applying thermal curing to the
geopolymer pastes, compressive strength tests were performed in addition to microstructural analyses.
The results showed that compressive strength values of up to 55 MPa could successfully be achieved
depending on the mixture proportions. While RT was found to be the most effective material
in terms of the mechanical performance of CDW-based geopolymer binders, G and C exhibited
poor performances due to relatively coarse particle size distribution and an inadequate chemical
composition of SiO2 and Al2O3, which is a necessity for effective geopolymerization. In-depth
microstructural analyses identified that geopolymer pastes with higher compressive strengths had
denser and more homogeneous microstructures. The main reaction products of the geopolymer
binders were mostly sodium aluminosilicate hydrate (N-A-S-H) gels with zeolite-like structures,
as well as some calcium aluminosilicate hydrate (C-A-S-H) gels that arose from the use of C with
a high CaO content. Our results prove that CDW-based materials can successfully be used in the
production of geopolymers, and can be regarded as promising alternatives to traditional systems
based on Portland cement.

Keywords: construction and demolition waste (CDW); geopolymer; compressive strength;
microstructure
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It is clearly a huge benefit for infrastructure monitoring, inspection, and management
when a digital twin (DT) is developed to represent a real physical infrastructure. Three-
dimensional (3D) geometric models of physical assets, particularly as-is 3D models, is
the backbone of the DT, which are used to integrate real-time information of the physical
assets and are fundamental components for modelling and simulation to predict responses
of infrastructure. In the DT concept, the digital model requires to automatically update
changes of physical infrastructure in an accurate and timely manner. Today, laser scan-
ning sensors and cameras integrated into laser scanners, drones, and other surveillance
equipment allow us to capture 3D topographic information of objects’ surfaces in a 3D
space with different level of detail and accuracy. As such, 3D point clouds representing
to surface information of infrastructure derived from these surveying tools are to be a
fundamental resource in creating 3D geometric models for DT. Automatically generating
digital models from the 3D point clouds presents many challenges due to adverse quality
and quantity of data points, massive data points, and highly complex geometries of 3D
objects and scenes [1]. Moreover, in practice, existing workflows to achieve detailed, precise
3D geometric models of physical assets are mostly based on human work, implying high
time consumption, cost, and possibility of human error. This paper proposes a framework
using both spatial information of point clouds and contextual knowledge of objects to
automatically extract point clouds of individual surfaces of objects of infrastructure (e.g.,
buildings and bridges). Contextual knowledge can include lower and upper bounds of
dimensions of the objects, and a geometric relationship with adjoined objects. The main
goal of the use of contextual knowledge is to support in estimating input parameters, to
roughly extract point clouds of interest, and to filter unrealistic objects to be recognized. By
integrating contextual knowledge into the framework, only a subset containing the point
cloud of each object of interest needs be processed to extract the surfaces, the proposed
framework can handle large bridge data sets. Once the point cloud of individual surfaces
of each structural component are available, the 3D models of the structure can be created,
or surface damage can be identified. Buildings and bridges are selected as case studies to
demonstrate the proposed framework [2,3].
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1. Overview and Novelty

Due to the interest in increasing the durability and sustainability of concrete structures
and construction techniques, a wide range of novel cementitious materials are being
designed and investigated. One such recent material is a cementitious material containing
superabsorbent polymers (SAPs) studied only from 1999 [1] onwards, mainly for its internal
curing purposes with mitigation of autogenous shrinkage [2] and sealing characteristics [1].
Other positive influences are the change in rheology and the increase in freeze–thaw
resistance, amongst others [3,4]. From 2010 onwards [5], a combination of addition of
synthetic microfibers and SAPs was studied for their improved influence on autogenous
healing in cementitious materials. It was found that optimal self-healing features were
possible [6,7], as the crack widths were limited and water was available during dry periods.
Some of those first samples now have an age of over 10 years.

As the autogenous-healing capacity is dependent on the age of the material, so will be
the possible influence of added materials to promote this healing. The effects beyond one
year [8] are not omnipresent in the literature. The effect of the age cannot be investigated as
long as the actual specimens do not reach the required maturity. In a previous study, the
age was studied up to 8 years’ time [9]. In this study, specimens from the same batch were
studied after a decade of maturing in different storage conditions.

2. Methodology and Results

Samples containing CEM I 52.5 N (1:1), fly ash (1:1), fine quartz sand (0.7:1), water
(0.6:1), superplasticizer (0.01:1), PVA fibers (0.04:1) were used as reference. The SAP samples
contained additionally SAPs (0.01:1) and extra water (0.09:1) on top. The SAP is a bulk-
polymerized cross-linked potassium salt polyacrylate with a d50 particle size of 477 μm
and can swell up to 300 times its own weight in a liquid [7].

Samples were prepared and stored for 28 days at 20 ± 2 ◦C and a RH > 95%. Three
storage conditions up to an age of 10 years were used. These were (1) 20 ± 2◦C and an
RH > 95%, (2) a standard laboratory condition of 20 ± 2 ◦C and an RH of 60 ± 5%, and
(3) exposed outdoor storage in a Belgium climate 5 km from the weather station in Melle.

The effect of autogenous healing was investigated by four-point-bending loading at
the age of 10 years. First, specimens were loaded to 1% strain. Second, the samples were
stored in specific healing conditions. These were the same as pre-conditioning with one
additional (4) wet-dry cycling with 1 h submersion in water at 20 ± 0.5 ◦C and 23 h storage
in standard laboratory conditions of 20 ± 2 ◦C and an RH of 60 ± 5%. After this curing
period, the samples were reloaded up to 1% strain. The results are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. First-cracking strength σfc [MPa], average crack width w [μm], number of cracks # [-], and
healing ratio HR at high RH+, standard RH-, outdoor conditions out and wet/dry cycling wd [%].

Sample σfc w # HR RH+ HR RH- HR out HR wd

REF 6.5 ± 0.5 MPa 10 ± 7 μm 2–8 5 ± 1% 0 ± 1% 9 ± 6% 15 ± 9%
SAP 6.0 ± 0.8 MPa 8 ± 6 μm 4–12 16 ± 6% 6 ± 8% 27 ± 8% 33 ± 7%

Typical strengths and crack widths were obtained. Due to the stress initiator property
of SAPs [10], the number of cracks increases. Due to the macropore formation, the strength
is lowered. However, the healing ratios are always higher for SAP compared to REF
samples. This is due to the water action by the SAPs during dry periods and the ability of
SAPs to extract moisture from the ambient environment. This leads to better conditions
for healing products to form as water is available [11]. The main visual appearance of the
healing products was the whitish calcium carbonate crystallization.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations

The small crack widths after 10 years are still able to be partially healed. The main
visual healing product is calcium carbonate. Further hydration was less likely as most of
the binder already hardened during storage conditions. Generally, the samples containing
SAPs show more prominent healing and they are still able to swell almost completely after
a decade of storage in an alkaline cementitious environment. This makes them a sustainable
option for the future as less maintenance and repair will be required.
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Interdisciplinary collaboration and communication are two essential aspects of Build-
ing Information Modeling (BIM). Current practice and international standards rely on
exchanging entire domain models, which are managed as separated files and coordinated
in a primarily manual fashion. The concept lacks version control, as the granularity of
change tracking remains on the level of complete monolithic files. Hence, high manual
effort is necessary to coordinate model modifications across the domains involved in
a project.

To overcome the limitations addressed, the keynote presents a novel approach that
enables modification tracking on object level instead of tracking monolithic model files. As
BIM models contain not only objects but also various dependencies forming a complex
network structure, formalisms of graph theory and graph transformation are applied to
identify and deploy model changes in a vendor- and schema-neutral fashion [1]. The
communication among project partners is ultimately implemented using event-driven
network architectures, which provide a flexible means to realize scalable asynchronous
collaboration [2]. Once an authoring party reaches a new shareable state of its discipline
model, an update event is raised and deployed through a central project hub. Each event
contains a set of transformation rules and additional information relevant to project man-
agement purposes. Applying the transformations to an outdated model copy, concurrency
among all existing replicas of a particular discipline model is obtained again. As a key
advantage, the updates are much smaller compared to repeatedly exchanging entire BIM
models. Furthermore, the approach provides a responsive and scalable system where
each design unit can subscribe to specific events like modifications of specific object types
or models of a particular discipline. Finally, the approach fits into existing standards of
model-based collaboration such as ISO 19650 or the concept of Information Containers for
linked Document Delivery (ICDD) defined in ISO 21597.

The application of the proposed collaboration environment is demonstrated using
BIM models implementing the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) as their underlying
data model.
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Geopolymers are emerging low-carbon cement-free binders that offer a sustainable
and environmentally friendly alternative to ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Despite
their outstanding environmental friendliness, geopolymers still exhibit inherently brittle
behavior similar to that of conventional cement-based concrete. Recently, there has been
renewed interest in developing a new material combining geopolymers and Engineered
Cementitious Composite (ECC) technologies, called Engineered Geopolymer Composites
(EGCs). However, there are two major drawbacks associated with conventional geopolymer
binders: firstly, it requires the handling of hostile, corrosive and viscous alkaline solutions;
secondly, heat curing is necessary to improve the geopolymerisation process and mechani-
cal properties. To overcome such limitations, a new class of geopolymer composites known
as “one-part” or “just add water” geopolymers was developed for this purpose.

The concept of ECCs relies heavily on the micromechanics-based design principles,
which provide a guide for tailoring of fiber, matrix and fiber–matrix interfaces to attain
desired tensile ductility. Through careful tailoring, the fiber volume fraction usually remains
moderate, at typically less than 2.5%. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fiber is the most common
type of fiber used in ECCs. To develop a cement-less EGC, a proper consideration of the
geopolymer matrix design is essential. Research on EGCs is still relatively new. Preliminary
feasibility studies carried out on slag-based EGCs [1] and fly-ash-based EGCs [2] have
shown very promising results with a high tensile ductility over 4%. Studies on one-part
EGCs conducted by Nematollahi et al. [3] and Alrefaei et al. [4] further assure more detailed
investigations are needed for potential applications of this technology in future eco-friendly
civil infrastructure.

This paper presents the results of a preliminary investigation on the influence of
precursor materials on the mechanical properties of one-part EGCs. The aluminosilicate
precursor materials used in this study consisted of a combination of fly ash (FA), ground
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) and quartz powder (QP). Sodium metasilicate an-
hydrous was used as the solid alkali activator to synthesize the ambient-cured one-part
geopolymer composites. In order to minimize the matrix fracture toughness, all mixtures
were prepared without the addition of silica sand. All mixtures were designed with varying
proportions of FA, GGBS and QP, amounts of alkali activators and water contents. Mechan-
ical properties were determined by compression and direct tension tests. Fresh properties
and microstructure analysis of each mixture were also studied and discussed.

The results indicate that the combination of GGBS with FA improves the reactivity of
the mixture and compressive strength and enables a possible ambient curing condition.
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Due to the spherical nature of FA’s particle shape, the best ratio for the combination of
FA and GGBS in terms of flowability was found to be 70:30. An increase in the number
of solid alkali activators used, reduction in the water contents and addition of QP could
beneficially increase the compressive strength as well as uniaxial tensile cracking strength,
ultimate strength and strain capacity. This was clearly reflected in the microstructure of the
geopolymer gel, which showed a more compact and denser morphology.
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When recycling reclaimed asphalt (RA) in new hot-mix asphalt (HMA), the tempera-
ture of the mix components (mainly virgin aggregate, RA, and virgin bitumen) can vary in a
wide range [1]. Higher temperatures of virgin aggregate allow the mobilization of a higher
amount of binder in RA. However, this implies a more severe short-term aging of the virgin
bitumen and poorer properties of the aged-virgin bitumen blend, due to the lower virgin
bitumen/RA bitumen ratio [2]. On the contrary, the adoption of lower temperatures has
the opposite effect (lower mobilization of the RA binder, but higher performance of the
bituminous blend). In addition, the reduction of material heating results in a lower bitumen
viscosity, which may determine a lower compactability and lower adhesiveness. Previous
studies showed that a reduction of 30 ◦C in the mixing temperature of HMA containing
RA does not imply a significant increase of the air voids content but allows improving
the material performance against cracking, fatigue, and rutting [3]. Moreover, the lower
mixing temperature also preserves the effectiveness of the rejuvenating agent [4]. To have a
deeper understanding of this phenomenon, the adhesive properties between binder and
aggregate were investigated through the simulation of a hot recycled HMA production in
the laboratory, adopting two mixing temperatures.

The objectives of the research were: (i) evaluating how the binder adhesive properties
changes when varying the content of aged bitumen; (ii) assessing if the adhesion is higher
on virgin aggregate or on RA particles, coated with aged bitumen; (iii) understanding how
the blending temperature influence binder–aggregate adhesion.

To this aim, binder bond strength (BBS) tests were carried out using a self-aligning
Pneumatic Adhesion Tensile Testing Instrument (PATTI), according to AASHTO TP-91.
The experimental program provided two types of substrates, simulating virgin limestone
aggregate and RA, three RA/virgin binder proportions (20/80, 35/65 and 50/50), two
types of rejuvenator in the binder (coded with the letters A and B), two bitumen application
temperatures (140 ◦C and 170 ◦C), and five repetitions. In particular, a 50/70 penetration
bitumen was used as virgin binder. To reproduce the RA substrate, the virgin bitumen at
170 ◦C was spread on hot limestone plates with an average thickness of about 10 μm. Then,
the plates were aged in an oven at 135 ◦C for 4 h and 85 ◦C for 120 h, according to AASHTO
R30. The same 50/70 virgin binder was aged in the laboratory using RTFOT (163 ◦C for
85 min) and PAV (100 ◦C and 2.1 MPa for 20 h) devices to reproduce the RA bitumen. The
aged and virgin binders were blended with ratios 20/80, 35/65 and 50/50 to investigate
different mobilization rates of the RA bitumen. In this step, 9% by aged bitumen weight of
rejuvenator (A or B) was added. Binder blending and pull-stub gluing were carried out at
140 ◦C or 170 ◦C. The BBS tests were performed at 25 ◦C.
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Figure 1 shows the measured values of pull-off tensile strength (POTS).

Figure 1. Pull-off tensile strength (POTS) values.

It can be immediately noted that the adhesive properties of the binder decreased when
increasing the aged bitumen content from 20% to 50%. As the BBS tests provided quite dispersed
data, a statistical analysis was carried out using a t-test. The α values obtained when comparing
the POTS of the blends with 20% and 35% of RA bitumen and the blends with 35% and
50% of RA bitumen were, respectively, 1.2 × 10−6 and 6.1 × 10−7, confirming the decreasing
trend of POTS with aged bitumen content. Moreover, the graphs in Figure 1 show that, for
high RA bitumen contents (35% and 50%), the adhesion on the RA substrate was higher than
on the limestone substrate (α = 0.004). Between the two rejuvenators, the type B allowed
obtaining higher POTS values for high RA bitumen contents (35% and 50%), as confirmed
by α = 0.008. Differently, the bitumen application temperature (140 ◦C or 170 ◦C) did not
significantly influence the POTS (α = 0.50). This indicates that the increase of adhesiveness
that can be obtained at higher temperature was approximately balanced by the more severe
aging underwent by the binder. However, as in site the lower mixing temperature implies the
lower mobilization of the RA binder, thus a lower RA/virgin bitumen proportion, from the
experimental results it can be stated that the reduction of the mix temperature is beneficial for
the adhesion between the binder and both the virgin and the pre-coated RA aggregates.

The promising findings of the research encourages further studies on hot-recycling of
RA at reduced mixing temperatures, also adopting warm mix asphalt solutions.
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Abstract: Textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) is an effective method for confining concrete elements to
elevate the axial load resistance and upgrade the overall performance of concrete. TRM is a promising
alternative to carbon-fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP) which are commonly used to strengthen
concrete and are known to be expensive since they require a huge amount of energy in processing
these materials. Green technologies can be applied in this process, following the same TRM principles
of confinement, replacing conventional cement or epoxy-based mortars and synthetic textiles towards
sustainable concrete strengthening technology. This is through the utilization of a geopolymer mortar
reinforced with short banana fibers (BF) and long BFs as textiles. Geopolymer mortar presented in
this paper is composed of fly ash and silica fume as the binder, sand as the filler, sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) as the activator and BFs as the reinforcement and textile.
Geopolymerization generates significantly less carbon dioxide (CO2) while BFs are known for having
attractive mechanical properties, are cost effective and abundant in nature, and thus the use of this
fiber will significantly minimize the huge waste produced from banana plantations after a one-time
fruit harvest. The geotextile or geogrid used to wrap the concrete cylinder samples is made up of
2 mm-long BF yarns with weights ranging from 150 to 450 grams per square meter that varies with
grid sizes from 10 mm, 15 mm to 25 mm for both orthogonal directions considering the lightweight
characteristic of BFs. Twelve TRM designs were used to strengthen the concrete cylinders with three
samples each. TRM design parameters vary in the thicknesses of the geopolymer mortar covering and
the size of the geotextile grids. Eighteen of the geotextiles used were coated with a polymer to protect
the fibers while the other eighteen geotextiles remained uncoated. A total of thirty-nine concrete
cylinders with 150 mm base diameter and 300 mm height cured within 28 days were prepared, for
which 36 cylinders were confined with green TRM with different parameters while three of the plain
concrete cylinders served as the control specimens. This is to maximize the investigation on the
potential of green TRM in confining concrete and to determine the variations in compressive strengths
and mode of failures of confined and unconfined concrete specimens. Results highlighted notable
enhancement in the mechanical properties of the modified plain concrete after 28 days of TRM curing
using a universal testing machine (UTM). Likewise, a confinement theory of the optimum TRM
design was modeled mathematically to evaluate the effects of concrete confinement and overall
load carrying capacity enhancement gained from additional strength transferred by the TRM to the
concrete element.

Keywords: green TRM; concrete confinement; natural fiber; modified concrete; compressive strength
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While the planet is experiencing the roughest ecological disruption in our history, it is
of utmost importance to try to mitigate the impact of intensifying natural disasters. Bridges
are the priority for enabling climate resilience in transport infrastructure. They are inar-
guably the most valuable assets of transportation networks. Capital investment in bridge
construction and maintenance in Europe is enormous, representing 30% of the total cost of
transport networks. Nonetheless, bridges are too vulnerable. They are disproportionately
exposed to natural hazards, especially floods, while becoming increasingly deficient due to
ageing and urbanization trends.

Emerging Technologies are enablers of bridge resilience. Advocating for the use of
UAVs in disaster response, this study provides solid and well-documented case studies
discussing lessons learnt from the systematic analysis of field evidence after a recent
(September 2020) Mediterranean Hurricane that struck central Greece. The use of UAVs
proved essential for the rapid site reconnaissance and mapping of complex and severely
damaged structures, including sinking piers, and collapsed abutments, with increased
safety. UAVs effectively bypassed access blockages, resulting from failures in the road
network, while, most importantly, allowing the execution of works with the minimum of
human exposure to health risks during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The produced 3D models are powerful visualization tools that were found to fully
compensate for the inability to physically visit the site, inspect and make decisions for
severely damaged bridges. The value of this capability is also acknowledged by the
researchers and engineers who performed the virtual inspections and who could not be
present because of COVID-induced travel restrictions.

These models significantly facilitated the identification and analysis of the various
bridge failure mechanisms, providing a uniquely comprehensive database of bridge re-
sponse patterns under extreme flow velocities [1]. Furthermore, they proved useful as
benchmarks for comparisons and informed decisions concerning the progress of restoration
activities [2]. As such, they enabled accurate monitoring of bridge recovery and, inciden-
tally, rapid assessment of the impact of an earthquake sequence that shook the region
shortly after the flood, while mitigation works were underway. Thanks to this coincidence,
we were given the opportunity to document a unique case study of the long-term per-
formance of bridges in a multi-hazard environment, which should be of interest to all
engineers and researchers in the field of civil infrastructure.
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The industry of building materials and construction, despite its obviously conservative
character, quite often has to face the so-called “industrial revolution of the XXI century”.
New trends and new methods of experimentation and research are becoming the foundation
for perspectives on the creation of high-tech products and processes characterized by
a guaranteed reliability index, developing the principles for manufacturing up-to-date
“supermaterials”, and are marking the start of the sixth technological wave.

A special place among high-tech products is occupied by defined-performance con-
crete. An impressive breakthrough in construction technologies in the 21st century was
achieved due to the properties of modern concrete, which have recently seemed unattain-
able. These include extremely low values of the water/cement ratio and air content of the
concrete mixture, with long-lasting flowability, cohesion and uniformity; the ability for
fresh concrete to easily and completely fill in a formwork of any configuration, with dense
reinforcement, and without the use of energy for horizontal or vertical mix pouring; the
ability for concrete to achieve a given strength, with the development of adjustable strength
depending on the climatic factors; and a dense concrete structure at the nano-, micro- and
macrolevel to ensure high strength, resistance and durability.

The interdisciplinary nature of concrete science contributes to large volumes of fun-
damental laws and the provisions of physical and colloid chemistry, chemistry of high-
molecular-mass compounds, modeling methods, computer science, etc., being involved
in their methodologies. Expanding the boundaries of understanding of its essence is an
urgent task in modern concrete science.

All these concepts reflect the formation of a new technological pattern in concrete
science and the concrete industry, which means a transition away from the established
approaches and stereotypes.

The presence of nanomaterials and nanotechnologies in the construction segment
is becoming more prominent. Today, in the total global market of nano-products, the
construction industry “consumes” up to 3% of its volume and value in terms of the total
market of nanomaterials, and in some segments, such as nanocomposites, up to 11%. The
detailed analysis and long-term forecast for the development of research and the application
of nanomaterials and nanotechnologies in construction shows that cement and concrete
cover over 40% of the nanotechnology products in construction materials (the market value
is about USD 5.6 billion), with a predicted annual growth of more than 10%.

In the transition from macro- to nano-range size, significant changes were noticed
in electron conductivity, optical absorption, chemical reaction activity and mechanical
properties, as well as in surface energy values and surface morphology of the composites.
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The development of appropriate methods for determining properties and reaction control
in nanostructures can lead to the creation of new materials, technologies and devices.

Recent advances in nano-chemistry and the development of new methods for the
synthesis of nanoparticles are now expected to offer a new range of possibilities for the im-
provement of concrete performance. The incorporation of nanoparticles into conventional
construction materials can provide the materials with advanced or smart properties that
are of specific interest for high-rise, long-span or intelligent infrastructure systems.

Self-regulating concrete (SRC) is one of the most in-demand subjects in the modern
concrete science. The choice of components and the design of SRC compositions are based
on a prognostic assessment of the direction of spontaneous processes, to ensure high
functionality at any technological or operational stage. The concept of “self-regulation”
should be interpreted as the technologically predicted course of spontaneous processes in
order to achieve the maximum possible functionality of the interacting components and
concrete mixes, which meets the concept of defined-performance concrete (DPC).

Today, the successful implementation of a number of self-regulating concretes with
defined performance is well known. Concretes that are self-compacting (self-consolidating),
self-cleaning, self-healing, self-stressing and self-expanding, and self-sensing, and other
much stronger, more rigid and durable structurally advanced cement materials stand out
among them.

Examples of successful applications of SiO2, TiO2, Fe2O3, Al2O3, CaCO3 nanoparticles;
nanosized spinel MgAl2O3; nanoferrit ZnFe2O4; and nanoclays in concrete are given. The
most promising contemporary developments include the synthesis and application of new
forms of carbon, viz fullerene (C60, C70, C540), graphene oxide (GO) and new types of
carbon nanotubes.

For structural concrete, the most significant example of a wide industrial nanotechnol-
ogy application is steel and FRC reinforcement with modified nanostructures. These bars
have a much longer service life in a corrosive environment, which reduces the construction
cost. Among the products, produced from the late 1990s on the basis of nanotechnologies,
the most important are different coatings that increase the structural service life and give
unique properties to structures.

Humankind is going through the changes in civilization’s technical paradigm. Under
the conditions of the planet’s population growth and the inevitable emergence of raw
material and power shortages in construction, quite a rapid displacement of traditional
materials and technologies, through energy-saving and material-efficient solutions, must
be a determining factor. Nano-binders and nano-engineered cement-based materials
with nano-sized cementitious components, or other nano-sized particles, may be the next
ground-breaking development.

In the near future, the manifestation of the general principles of nanotechnology for
concrete and reinforced-concrete development should be expected in the production of high-
quality ultra- and nanodispersed powders with stable chemical, phase and granulometric
composition, in the development of new types of reinforcing elements (filamentary crystals,
fibers, microspheres and dispersed particles); in the creation of new, defect-free, extremely
strong reactive powder concretes, thermo-resistant composition materials with different
electric conductivity levels, and nanosystems for health hazards and nuclear power stations;
and in the development of the scientific foundations for designing specialized technology
equipment with automated systems for cement-composite quality control.
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Abstract: Cyber–physical systems (CPSs) are connected embedded devices with computing power,
networking ability, control, and decision capability. The networks connecting these devices are
different from the Internet because they can sense their environment, share information, make
decisions, and act based on local and global information. These capabilities enable CPSs to improve
processes in the transportation, agriculture, healthcare, and mining industries, and surveillance.
Remarkable achievements in the development of cost effective, reliable, smaller, networked, and
more powerful systems have allowed us to build new control and communication mechanisms, as
well as cooperative and coordinated motion planning algorithms to enable these devices to assist
humans to cope with real-time problems [1]. In this paper, we propose a learning-based distributed
framework for intelligent decision making in networks of heterogeneous systems, to optimally plan
their activities in highly dynamic environments. We utilized the multi-agent deep reinforcement
learning (MADRL) technique to develop control and coordination strategies for teams of UAVs and
group ground-moving robots. The developed framework enabled the team of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) to observe the defined region above the ground correctly and efficiently, and to share
information with ground robots, to perform robust actions. Our main objective was to maximize
the utilization of the strong abilities of each CPS device. UAVs can observe the environment from
above and rapidly gather reliable information to share with rescue robots working on the ground,
but they cannot perform rescue tasks on the ground; in contrast, rescue robots cannot gather reliable
information due to the lack of visual limitation. In this framework, we trained several DQN agents
to learn optimal control policies for a team of cooperative heterogeneous robots in a centralized
fashion, then perform actions in a decentralized way. These learned polices were further transferred
in real time to the robots and evaluated against the real-time deployment of robots to perform tasks
in the environment.

Keywords: cyber physical system; unmanned aerial vehicle; multi-agent reinforcement learning
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The construction and maintenance of the built environment consume a large quan-
tity of resources and energy and contribute to the emission of a significant amount of
greenhouse gases. Hence, improving resource efficiency and resource cycles is crucial to
reducing environmental, economic and social impacts. The construction of roads mainly
consumes mineral aggregates and binders, has the advantage of high recycling rates, and
can utilise cascading materials. However, infinite recycling is impossible and recycled
road construction material often cascades due to quality, quantity and economic issues.
In addition, the extending and ageing road network faces increased traffic and climate
changes, which might increase the probability of failure, inducing an increased mainte-
nance effort. Maintenance has a minor contribution to resource consumption in developing
countries, but it can have a major contribution in developed countries in the range of
50% to 75%. The increasing production of asphalt for surface wearing courses in Austria
indicates the increase in materials used in maintenance. The production of surface course
asphalt was about 25% to 35% before 2016, roughly reflecting the 3 cm asphalt surface
layer of the total asphalt layer thickness of 15 cm to 20 cm used in municipalities’ roads.
The increase to 55% to 60% from 2017 to 2019 indicates the increasing maintenance work
performed on the Austrian asphalt network. The reconstruction of roads and maintaining
the road network accounted for about 65% in one Austrian municipality, reflecting the
efforts of the municipality’s administration to improve traffic concepts (increasing roadway
width, adding cycle lanes and paths, reducing traffic speed and improving townscape),
as well as addressing the structural problems and long-term solutions of degraded road
surfaces. Since the reconstruction process is similar to initial construction, it consumes
an identical amount of resources for asphalt layers. Hence, local factors such as traffic
development, economic viability, and road lifespan are important to determine long-term
resource efficiency. About 25% of the reclaimed asphalt of Austrian asphalt production in
2018 and 2020 corresponded to increased surface course asphalt production. This shows
that system improvements are required to record waste generation, treatment and utili-
sation. 70% of the processed reclaimed asphalt is officially used to produce new asphalt.
However, the cascading material flow of reclaimed asphalt pavements (used in unbound
layers, gravel roads, road shoulders and backfilling) depends on local factors such as the
short transportation distances of primary materials, low binder prices and administrative
recycling commitments. A deeper understanding of the material flows related to asphalt
roads, including primary and secondary material resources and resource consumers, and
the economic interaction between the industries related to these flows, is necessary to
establish sustainable asphalt roads without causing unwanted shifts in material flows and
sustaining resource depletion.
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1. Introduction

Transportation agencies automatically collect and analyze pavement cracking data
using agency-owned equipment and software or contracted services. These pavement
cracking data are then used to determine the most appropriate maintenance and rehabili-
tation strategies to provide safe and reliable roadways [1]. However, this often requires
high-cost equipment or services [2].

A digital image processing algorithm was developed to compute a unified crack index
and crack type index [3,4]. A robust position invariant neural network was developed for
digital pavement crack analysis [5]. The accuracy of automated pavement surface image
analysis system has been evaluated against the ground-truth cracking data [6]. An image-
based data collection procedure was then evaluated against the AASHTO provisional
standard for cracking on asphalt-surfaced pavements [7].

Currently, ten state DOT’s are using drones for bridge inspection and six state DOT’s
for pavement inspection [8]. Recently, there have been increased interests on automatically
analyze drone images from integrators/service providers and end-users [9]. This paper
presents a low-cost pavement distress data collection using a drone and subsequent drone
image analysis using pavement crack analysis software.

This paper discusses state-of-the-art drone imaging technologies and advanced image
analysis algorithms adopting advanced machine learning software tools. Drones were
used to capture pavement surface images which were then analyzed using the crack image
analysis software. This paper is timely given the increased new development in drone
imaging technologies.

2. Methodology

Drone images were collected and a machine learning algorithm was developed for
road segmentation and crack detection.

(1) Data Set Preparation

Drone images of pavements were collected using a drone, which were then used for
training for developing a machine learning algorithm. A second set of drone images were
collected for validation of the developed machine learning algorithm.

(2) Pavement Extraction from Drone Images

Drone images cover wide range of earth surface, and the first task is to extract pixels,
which belong to pavements. To extract pavement pixels from drone images, a semantic
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segmentation method was used to develop a convolutional network architecture designed
to accomplish the this first task.

(3) Crack Detection

For a given crack image, a proposed machine learning algorithm was developed to
yield a crack detection scheme, wherein the crack regions have a higher probability and
non-crack regions have a lower probability. Figure 1 shows an example drone image
acquisition and analysis result.

 
(a) Importing a drone image of pavement surface 

 

 
(b) Automatically analyzing a drone image 

Figure 1. Importing and Analyzing a Drone image.

3. Summary and Conclusions

An increasing number of public agencies and companies are using drones for pave-
ment inspection. Images can be automatically captured by a drone and stored in a point
cloud for 3-D modeling. A DJI drone was used to capture pavement surface images in
a high resolution at a low cost. Software was developed to analyze drone images and
analysis results can be integrated with GIS software. In the future, an LiDAR camera can
be mounted on a drone to measure a depth of cracks.
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On 14 August 2018, 43 people died in the collapse of the Polcevera bridge in Italy.
Beyond the human tragedy, this event reminded us all of the degrading state of critical
transport infrastructure in the EU. A few months after the tragedy, Regione Lombardia
signed a collaboration agreement with Politecnico di Milano to develop criteria for the
informed management and planning of interventions, aimed to keep the regional asset at
the required performance level. One of the outcomes of the project are regional monitoring
guidelines and their application to nine pilot bridges. The document provides guidance
for the design of monitoring systems as decision support tools for problems relevant to
maintenance and emergency management, occasional safety assessment, and standard-
ization. In the MoRe regional guidelines, the design process of a monitoring system is
approached as a stepwise procedure that originates from the needs of the decision-maker
and comprises: (a) preliminary investigation to acquire knowledge about the specific bridge
and the deterioration process to monitor; (b) the identification of the indicators able to
provide information about the structural performance (deterioration processes, actions,
and environmental conditions); (c) the selection of the technical devices to manage (acquire,
process, transmit, and store) the monitoring information. During the lecture, the content
of the guidelines and the nine pilot monitoring systems installed as demonstrators will
be illustrated.
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In recent years, Building Information Modeling (BIM) tools have increased the pro-
ductivity of infrastructure projects through more efficient information management and
by fostering communication between different actors in the process [1–3]. At the same
time, the growing need to introduce sustainability indicators, calculated through the life
cycle assessment (LCA) methodology, has prompted an increase in the amount of data
to be managed throughout the life cycle of an infrastructure project [4,5]. The present
work consists of developing a BIM-based LCA tool aimed at the calculation of several
environmental indicators through the informative content of a road pavement BIM; the tool
is specifically designed to avoid errors in LCA calculations during the early design stages,
reduce the engineer’s effort through automation and support sustainable decision making
in the infrastructure domain. An LCA-based pavement information model was devel-
oped by defining and adding several customized property sets, respectively, containing
the specific road pavement materials‘ features and some selected environmental impact
categories; a bidirectional information exchange path was established between BIM and
the LCA tool to automate the LCA calculations and dynamically update the mentioned
environmental indicators’ property sets, whenever the geometry of the pavement and the
asphalt materials’ features change. The developed tool allows one to practically integrate
pavement-related environmental sustainability requirements into BIM projects, with spe-
cific reference to asphalt pavement solutions that apply circular economy principles (i.e.,
secondary raw materials and cold recycling technologies), in light of more environmentally
friendly pavement construction practices.
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The application of BIM methods and tools plays a key role in transportation infras-
tructure asset management. Road pavements represent one of the main components of the
asset, which greatly influences safety and quality of service for users. The work presented
herein exploited the potentialities of BIM processes and methods for management of road
pavement structures. The specific goal was to define best practice for development of a
methodological framework for Pavement Information Modelling (PIM). The starting point
of the process was the identification of the specific BIM use, as intended by Kreider and
Messner [1]. In this case, the BIM use identified concerned the 3rd (3D), 4th (4D), and
5th (5D) dimensions of BIM. The adopted approach had the aim to define the steps to build
PIM based on geometrical and structural parameters to be used as a database for different
kinds of maintenance strategies. Within this context, the main objectives of the study can
be summarized as follows:

(1) Define the steps to develop a PIM including all the relevant information to be stored
for management purposes, from data collection to data restitution,

(2) Define a best practice for the integration among BIM tools and road pavement management
methods in order to obtain a digital repository for predictive maintenance strategies,

(3) Define a planning and cost database for the different technologies and materials
involved in the different maintenance strategies.

From a practical point of view, the methodological framework was divided into three
main categories (Figure 1) dealing with data: (i) data collection and input definition, which
includes the analysis of available data and the BIM tools to be used to develop specific
workflows; (ii) data processing, by dividing the workflows and related tasks in sub-sections
for the fulfilment of the previously enounced objectives; (iii) data output, by defining the
final result of each workflow.
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Figure 1. Pavement Information Modelling framework.
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Abstract: Environmental issues are a main concern for society. The construction field largely affects
the consumption of energy and the environment. In this concern, infrastructure, in particular streets,
bridges and tunnels, is a necessity for life today. It links people, increasing their meeting capability.
Tunnels have continuously gained relevant importance to shorten the travel distances and to save the
landscape surface. In this work, demolished rock materials from the construction of part of a 50 km
long tunnel through the alps were characterized and used to produce shotcrete to secure the tunnel
walls. Several samples of demolished aggregates were investigated with respect to the granulometric
curves. They needed to match with the reference curves in the content and amount of stone aggregates.
This was particularly difficult in some cases because of the different mineralogy encountered. The
type and form of the aggregates were also evaluated. These latter parameters have an influence on the
workability and on the mechanical properties. In particular, the angular and subangular aggregates
needed special attention. Then, the material was mixed by adding silica fume. This enabled a more
dense microstructure by reducing the porosity at a later stage. The steel fibers were also added to the
mixtures in different amounts to produce the shotcrete. The fresh concrete properties were measured
directly on site. Furthermore, the hardened state was controlled on site and in the laboratory. The
compression strength exhibited variable values, which could be related to the mixing proportion of the
ingredients. The punch tests indicated similar fracture behaviors but were very important for the safety
of the worker inside the tunnel, in particular where material enrichment was present on the roofing parts.
The steel fiber content generally increased the ductility of the specimens. The porosity and the water
permeability were controlled, as well as the freeze/thaw resistance. The mixtures were continuously
optimized by keeping the water/cement ratio and the superplasticizer dosage under control. All these
adaptations allowed for the reuse of a large amount of the tunnel demolition material. The concrete
was produced in a special mixing plant on site. This reduced the transportation and increased the
environmental sustainability of such a long infrastructure.
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Abstract: The incorporation of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in hot mix asphalt mixtures is widely considered
a sustainable solution for road infrastructure development. Under the scope of the circular economy
(CE), the multiple recycling capability of RA has to be assessed in order to ensure its performance at each
recycling cycle and also its viability with different additives. The performance of asphalt mixtures with
RA strongly depends on the type of rejuvenator, binder, and their degree of blending in the mix. For this
reason, it is essential to know the properties of the aged binder extracted from RA to better understand
its rheological properties and optimal dosage of rejuvenation to design a satisfactory blend design for
the recycled mixture. To analyse the multi-recycling potential of the recycled mixture with high RA
content, it is imperative to study its characteristics at every recycling cycle. Therefore, in this study,
a preliminary binder-scale study is carried out to better understand the ageing, rejuvenating effects
and morphological changes that occur on the bituminous binders at every recycling cycle. The study
has been conducted on a RA binder, extracted from RA from a rural road in Italy and the simulation
of multiple recycling is conducted through a laboratory ageing protocol on both binder and asphalt
mixture scales. The long-term binder level ageing is performed by a pressure ageing vessel (PAV) after
the short-term ageing by the rolling thin film oven test (RTFO). The asphalt mixture ageing is performed
through a protocol similar to the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) and the
aged binder is extracted from the mixture for further investigations. Multiple recycling is simulated by
repeating the ageing procedure after rejuvenating both the aged binder and aged mixture up to the
amount of recycling needed for the study. The rheological properties of the aged binder obtained from
both binder-scale and mixture-scale ageing methods are evaluated using a dynamic shear rheometer
(DSR) and bending beam rheometer (BBR). Moreover, the morphological changes that occurred are
analysed using SARA (saturates, aromatics, resin and asphaltenes) fractionation and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The results of the study can help towards answering the uncertainties regarding the
performance of high RA% in asphalt mixtures and establishing its viability in multi recycling towards
the full-scale implementation of this sustainable approach.

Keywords: multi-recycling; rejuvenators; reclaimed asphalt binders; artificial ageing; aged binder;
circular economy; binder morphology
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Additive Manufacturing (AM) is process in which a three-dimensional component
is produced by the consecutive addition of material. This technology, applied on a large
scale to cementitious materials, is known as 3D Concrete Printing (3DCP). Among the
new technologies driving the fourth industrial revolution in the construction industry, 3D
Concrete Printing (3DCP) is playing a key role. The typical process is carried out through
robotic arms or gantries equipped with nozzles, similarly to contour crafting in other
industries, where the printed object is obtained through the multiple deposition of layers.
Although 3DCP is appealing when applied to specific items, as complex architectural
shapes, the structural behavior and geometrical size are limitations that are difficult to
overcome. Upscaling the extrusion process to full scale infrastructure applications through
introducing a new concept of ultrafast and adaptable slip forming is the key to accessing
different domains of the industry, where the increase in productivity results in social,
economic and environmental benefits that are not comparable to the niche to which 3DCP
is confined. As a matter of fact, the process of maintaining existing infrastructures is a very
critical topic in most of the industrialized countries worldwide. It is commonly recognized
by the main players operating in the industry (professional engineers, owners, construction
companies, etc.) that, despite for new constructions, the methodologies are quite evolved
(i.e., development of the tunnel boring machines), in the maintenance area there is complete
lack of technologies, making it still impossible to industrialize the operations. This paper
will present the Extruded Tunnel Lining Regeneration (ETLR) technology developed by
HINFRA, which can automatically regenerate the lining of existing damaged tunnels
directly at the site. The ETRL processing train is a machine consisting of several modular
units, each solving a specific function. The increasing industrialization of operations,
typically the demolition of the existing lining, the surface preparation and the new lining
phases, combined with the performances of the advanced concrete, allow for targeting
better productivity rates than those achieved with the traditional methods in the industry.
This is made possible by the development of an extrudable eco-friendly Fiber-Reinforced
Concrete (FRC) characterized by high early-age compressive strength and a fast setting
time, which is the other key aspect of the innovative technology implemented by HINFRA.
“Tailored” technological issues, including, e.g., the experimental determination of the
friction between the extrudable mixes and formworks, will be discussed, together with a
design validation related to a FRC tunnel lining, whose use could further exploit, through
the significant reduction in ordinary reinforcement, the potential of 3DCP.
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In recent years, continuous attempts have been made by the pavement industry to
explore the opportunities that assist in bringing down the environmental footprint of
roadway infrastructure as well as mitigate the harmful impacts of climate change on the
quality-of-life. The construction of pervious interlocking concrete pavement (PICP) in
parking areas is gaining widespread acceptance attributed to their: (a) ease of installation,
(b) high durability and skid resistance, (c) low repair and maintenance requirements,
(d) ability to mitigate floods, and (e) potential to purify stormwater. However, very little
research has been conducted to investigate the environmental impacts associated with
the installation of such pavement systems. Therefore, the objective of this cradle-to-gate
research study was to quantify the environmental footprint of PICP for a 75 m × 16.5 m
parking lot that was constructed in the premises of the Indian Institute of Technology
Tirupati, India. Further, the quantified impacts were compared to that of traditional
asphalt concrete (AC) and cement concrete (CC) parking lots. The scope of the effort
encompassed: (a) design of three pavement systems based on site specific requirements
as per relevant design codebooks, and (b) quantification of the environmental impacts
using systematic lifecycle assessment (LCA) approaches that are in accordance with the
international standards. The results indicated that construction of an AC parking lot had a
lower environmental footprint compared to CC pavement and PICP systems. Further, the
environmental impacts associated with the construction of CC pavements were the highest.
Based on the results, it was understood that though the PICP system has an intermediate
environmental footprint, it provides additional benefits such as infiltration of stormwater
into the ground. Further, the PICP blocks have higher design life compared to CC and AC
pavements. However, additional research must be conducted in the future to ascertain the
environmental impacts of the three pavement systems from a cradle-to-grave perspective.
Such an approach will assist in the integration of LCA toolkits with existing pavement
design methods, and further contribute to the development of resilient and sustainable
pavement infrastructure.
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In recent years, the use of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), as known as drones,
has increased exponentially for infrastructure monitoring, usually using remote sensing
payloads. The drop in prices of these systems, the improvements in their specifications,
and the change in the regulations for their use have given more and more people access to
use them for both recreational and professional means. In some hard-to-access structures,
such as bridges or dams, these vehicles are a powerful tool to carry out different types
of inspections using remote sensors, such as different types of camaras, LiDAR sensors,
or RADAR sensors. The data acquired by these vehicles can be used by SHM (Structural
Health Monitoring) methods to acquire a 3D geometric model of the structure to be used
by a DT (digital twin) or to detect different pathologies, such as cracks. Additionally,
new UAV systems have been developed in recent years to perform a physical contact
between the UAV and the structure, enabling the use of these systems to perform other
NDT (Non-Destructive Testing) inspections that use sensors that have to be in contact with
the structure to perform reliable measurements, such as ultrasonic sensors. In this work,
four different intelligent payloads for contact inspection tasks with UAVs are going to be
presented. The first three payloads [1–3] are focused on maintaining continuous contact
between the UAV and the structure while measurements are performed by the contact
sensor. Instead, the fourth has been designed to fix the payload to the structure. In this way,
the UAV only fixes it to the structure without maintaining continuous contact while the
measurements are performed. The results of each payload are going to be compared and
analysed, defining possible improvements and future work.
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Alkali-activated binder (AAB) has been extensively researched in recent years due to
its potential to replace Portland cement (PC) and lower carbon footprint. However, major
barriers to its commercialization are related to the inadequate characterization of mechanical
properties and long-term durability. The mechanical and durability performance of AAB
is highly influenced by its microstructure. There is minimal research on correlating the
microstructural changes to the specimen-level performance of AAB [1]. Among AAB’s
primary advantages as a building material is its superior performance at high temperatures
and lower environmental impact [2]. The performance of reinforced concrete to function as
a composite at high temperatures is evaluated through its bond strength. Several studies
reported the effect of mix proportions, curing conditions, and rebar specifications on the
bond strength of thermal-cured alkali-activated concrete (AAC) [3–6]. However, there is
no reported study on the bond strength of ambient cured (fly ash + slag)-based AAC. To
validate the practical sustainability of AAC, life cycle assessment (LCA) can be used to
evaluate the environmental impact.

Therefore, the present study evaluates the effect of varying precursor proportion (fly
ash: slag varied as 100:0, 70:30, 60:40, and 50:50), activator modulus (Ms, varied as 1.0
and 1.4), and high temperatures (538 ◦C, 760 ◦C, and 892 ◦C) on the mechanical properties
and microstructure of AAC. The microstructural characteristics are evaluated using X-ray
diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and scanning electron
microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). The effect of
varying precursor proportions and Ms on the mechanical performance of AAC is evaluated
through compressive strength, bond strength, flexural strength, and split tensile strength
testing. The performance of AAB at extremely high temperatures is assessed in terms of
residual compressive and bond strength. LCA of AAC is conducted using the ReCiPe 2016
methodology. Furthermore, since the commercialization of any novel alternative material
depends on cost-effectiveness, a simplified cost analysis is performed.

The results from microstructural experiments show the formation of new crystalline
phases and decomposition of reaction products when exposed to high temperatures, and
they correlate well with the observed mechanical performance. The 28-day compressive
strength with slag content is enhanced by 151.8–339.7%, depending on the mix. In ambient
conditions, lower Ms improves mechanical performance. When exposed to high tempera-
tures, specimens with a high slag content and a low Ms suffered significant deterioration.
AAC with a fly ash: slag ratio of 70:30 and Ms of 1.4 is proposed as optimal from the results
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obtained in the present study [7]. The results reveal that the biggest impact on climate
change comes from transport (45.5–48.2%) and sodium silicate (26.7–35.6%). Environmental
impact is determined to be primarily influenced by sodium hydroxide. The proposed
optimal AAC mix has a global warming potential 42.6 % lower than PC concrete [8]. A
comparison with the default procedures in the International Reference Life Cycle Data
System (ILCD) handbook reveals that the ReCiPe midpoint approach is more efficient in
analyzing all impact categories, except freshwater ecotoxicity (FETP) and human toxicity
potentials (HTPs). An evaluation of FETP and HTP is recommended with USEtox [9]. The
proposed AAC mix has a higher cost than PC concrete in the present scenario. In contrast, if
a carbon tax is enacted, the cost of the proposed AAC mix will rise by only 18.4%, whereas
PC concrete prices will rise by 81.7%. This proposed AAC mix is an environmentally
sustainable replacement for PC concrete specifically intended for applications requiring the
superior high-temperature performance of reinforced concrete.
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This contribution concerns recommendations which could be made to Italian regula-
tory bodies to improve their use of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in the road engineering sector.
It is essential for the use of RA to be established as a standard practice since it has been
proven that it can serve as an end-of-waste product that complies with the principles of a
circular economy within both an open- and a closed-loop approach [1,2]. Several aspects
will be covered, starting with an analysis of European nations whose economies can be
classed as “more circular” compared to Italy’s. This refers to nations which have a high
usage of RA. Furthermore, nations which have clear regulatory guidelines on the use of RA
in road construction or, alternatively, nations which have very lax statutory requirements
on pavement design allowing best practice to reign could be considered as more circular
if these regulations or permissiveness result in a greater uptake in the use of RA in road
construction.

The European average of RA reused in pavement construction currently lies at 60% [3];
however, some nations greatly outperform this average. Some examples of nations which
have the highest usage of RA in pavements are Germany, France, and Spain, which report
using 84%, 76%, and 72.7% of all reclaimed asphalt in pavement activities, respectively [4].
To understand why this is possible in these nations which greatly outperform Italy, which,
according to the same source, reuses only 25% of available RA [4], it is necessary to
understand the regulatory framework in each nation, promoting the use of RA in pavement
design while limiting RA’s use in Italy.

The most interesting example listed above, in the context of making recommendations
to an Italian regulatory body, may be Spain; this is a nation with a similar economic capacity
and a similar climatic condition to Italy that would permit a similar use of RA, prompting
the question, why is there such a vast chasm between Spanish and Italian figures on the
use of RA in road construction?

The answer, in the authors’ opinion, is that Spain sees the use of RA in pavement man-
agement not only as a sustainable solution but also as one that is cost-effective. Moreover,
Spain appears to be an early adopter of hot and warm mix asphalt recycling, beginning
in the 1980s [5]. These facts, combined with a wealth of experience gained over the past
three decades, seem to have changed the perspective of Spanish lawmakers, who now
understand that pavements containing a percentage of RA are not inferior to those con-
taining only virgin materials [5]. Additionally, there is a dearth of research supporting the
use of RA and advocating that a higher percentage of RA be used in pavement design.
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Combining the use of rejuvenators, asphalt mixtures with an RA content of 40% allow
not only the amount of virgin aggregates but also the quantity of virgin binders to be
reduced [6]. Assuming that Spain is as receptive to this new research as it has been in the
past, it is likely that its rate of reuse of RA will continue to increase.

In Italy, however, there seems to be little push to increase the use of RA in road
construction. The Italian association of pavement design and bitumen—SITEB—cites
several obstacles: firstly, complex bureaucracy and the slow rate of change to regulations;
secondly, non-uniform regulations which vary not only from region to region but also from
municipality to municipality [7]; and lastly, a prejudice among not only engineers but also
road authorities and governmental bodies against the use of RA. Moreover, the Italian
regulatory context allows for only 30%, 25%, and 20% of RA usage in bases, binders, and
surface courses, a fact that significantly limits and hinders the exploitation of RA as an
end-of-waste product. On the contrary, in Spain, although mixtures composed of 60–70%
recycled materials can be produced, the most common practice is the production of asphalt
mixtures with an RA content below 50%. Thus, it becomes evident that the increase in
the allowed RA% in the recycling process of asphalt mixtures can significantly impact the
recycling and sustainability implications of a country.

According to a report dating from 2011, Italy had the second highest quantity of
available RA which could be used in new construction, and yet only 20% of that material
was used [8]. At that point in time, Germany had the highest production and the highest
recycling rate (82%) of any European nation. It is disheartening to see that the improvement
in Italy’s use of RA has been slow, and the authors would like to make recommendations
to Italian regulatory bodies, in the hope that they could learn not only from their most
adept and advanced in terms of RA recycling European partners but also from those in a
similar economic condition who understand that the use of RA is not only environmentally
sustainable but also economically sustainable.
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1. Introduction

A road/airport pavement is a multi-layered structure generally composed of several
layers of bituminous materials, and cement-bound materials on unbound granular materi-
als. In the design phase, the different bituminous layers are considered perfectly bonded
and therefore expected to work as a unique structure throughout the service life of the
pavement. However, due to environmental, traffic, and/or material-related conditions,
the quality of the bond changes over time. The layers in the structure tend to work more
and more independently with a degrading bonding capacity, which induces a reduction
in the pavement life. Therefore, the mechanical behavior of the interface between bitu-
minous layers has recently been studied through some original approaches. There were
tests developed to focus on the interface study, for example, the Ancona shear testing
research and analysis device at the Marche Polytechnic University [1–3], the shear-torque
fatigue testing device at the University of Limoges [4,5], and other tests [6]. Most of the
studies on this topic present several limitations. Only one or a few loading configurations
can be applied to the sample (for example, pure shear of the interface) and studies focus
only on the interface strength. Moreover, stress and strain fields within the sample are not
homogenous, therefore not allowing investigation of the intrinsic mechanical behavior of
the interface. In this study, the 2T3C (“Torsion, Traction/Compression sur Cylindre Creux”
in French, Torsion, Traction/Compression on Hollow Cylinder) apparatus developed at
ENTPE is used to investigate the behavior of a bituminous interface under shear loading
and small strain cycles.

2. T3C Apparatus

The device consists of different basic parts: (1) a servo-hydraulic press capable of
imposing axial and shear loading (cyclic or monotonic) on a hollow cylindrical speci-
men, equipped with a thermal chamber controlling the temperature; (2) four cameras, in
pairs, used to perform digital image correlation (DIC) analysis, in order to determine the
three-dimensional strain field in the upper and lower layers and to calculate the relative
displacements at the interface between different layers; (3) several displacement sensors
around the specimen to control its global deformation: one pair of noncontact sensors
to control displacements in the vertical direction, and another pair to control torsional
displacement. The sample has a total height of 125 mm, an outer radius of 86 mm, and an
inner radius of 61 mm. The small thickness of the cylindrical wall of the sample allows
consideration of quasi-homogeneous strain and stress fields.
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3. Material and Experimental Procedure

The sample tested in this study is composed of two different bituminous layers
(classically used in France as base and surface layers) with an interface in between made of
a tack coat (bitumen emulsion). The sample was cored from a slab produced by successive
compaction of the two layers using a wheel compactor. The sample was tested at 0 ◦C,
10 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 30 ◦C, and 40 ◦C by applying sinusoidal torsion at 5 different frequencies, 0.01,
0.03, 0.1, 0.3, and 1Hz. The global shear strain amplitude applied was 200μm/m, while
normal stress was maintained at 0 MPa during the test. The two pairs of cameras were
placed on opposite sides of the sample and each camera took 50 photos per loading cycle
(but 35 photos per loading cycle at the loading frequency of 1 Hz). A specific analysis [7,8]
was developed at ENTPE to compute the strains in both layers and the displacement gap at
the interface.

4. Results

The complex shear moduli Gθz* of the two bituminous mixtures (upper and lower
layers) were obtained. Since Time-Temperature Superposition Principle is validated for
them, master curves are plotted at 20 ◦C (Figure 1a for the norm, and Figure 1b for the
phase angle). Corresponding shift factors are plotted in Figure 1c. The interface also
shows a viscoelastic behavior as the two mixtures. Its complex shear stiffness Kθz*, defined
as the ratio of shear stress amplitude over the torsional displacement amplitude at the
interface, could then be determined. This interface parameter exhibits a similar evolution
with temperature and frequency as the viscoelastic parameter Gθz*. It is then possible to
plot its master curves (norm and phase angle), which are also shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Master curves at 20 ◦C and shift factors of complex shear moduli of upper and lower layer
and complex shear stiffness of the interface ((a), norm; (b), phase angle; (c), shift factors).

5. Discussion

The viscoelastic behavior of a multilayered sample composed of two mixtures, as
well as their interface, was successfully investigated using the 2T3C apparatus. The DIC
technology allows determining a displacement gap at the interface as low as 1–2 μm. These
results show the potential of the device and the analysis.
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In recent years, the recycling of waste materials has attracted considerable attention
due to the scarcity of natural resources on earth. For instance, researchers have been
working on various techniques to utilize construction and demolition wastes as substitutes
for natural materials in the construction industry, which is one of the major consumers of
natural resources. From this point of view, concrete roads, as one of the most frequently
used infrastructural facilities [1] of the construction industry, have significant environmental
impacts during their construction period and service life in different aspects. Therefore,
great importance should be given to the construction of concrete roads to minimize their
environmental impacts, considering their dependence on the high volume of concrete
production. Using recycled materials to produce concrete roads is one of the methods
implemented in this respect, as their usage provides benefits through natural resources and
landfill conservation [2].

The use of recycled aggregates to reduce the environmental impact of concrete is a well-
known method, and their impacts on performance have been studied in various respects to
date. However, the number of studies on structural requirements of concrete pavements
produced with recycled aggregates is very limited. This study aimed to investigate the
structural performance of concrete pavements produced with recycled coarse aggregates as
a total (100%) and partial (50%) replacement of natural coarse aggregates.

To this end, three different concrete pavement mixtures (Control, RAC-50, and RAC-
100) were designed and tested for compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, flexural
strength, and density. Then, material parameters obtained from the applied tests were used
to determine the required thickness values for a sample pavement (based on IRC 58 [3]),
and the results were compared.

According to the test results, the percent reduction compared to control mixture in
average compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, flexural strength, and density values
were 12.7, 7.7, 16.5, and 2.5 for RAC-50, and 18.9, 14.0, 24.9, and 4.5 for RAC-100, respectively.
The test results indicate that the reduction in all the measured parameters increased with
an increase in the replacement ratio of natural coarse aggregates with recycled coarse
aggregates. The required concrete pavement thickness values for the control, RAC-50, and
RAC-100 mixtures were determined to be 18, 20, and 23 cm, respectively (for the sample
road and traffic data considered). The required thickness increased with an increase in the
amount of recycled aggregate utilized (11% and 25% increase for RCA-50 and RCA-100,
respectively). Additionally, concrete pavement thickness values were well-correlated with
the flexural strength values obtained for the corresponding concrete mixtures.

To summarize, this study numerically presented the change in the mechanical per-
formance of concrete due to the replacement of natural coarse aggregate with recycled
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aggregate and the effect of obtained performance on the thickness requirement of a sample
pavement. It should be noted that the test results are dependent on the properties of recy-
cled aggregate used in this study, and various aggregate sources may yield different results.
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1. Introduction

The demolition of old flexible pavements layers generates large quantities of reclaimed
asphalt pavement (RAP). This material can be milled and reused for new pavement sections
as aggregates. Alkali-activated materials (AAM) are alternative cementitious binders with
high strength and chemical resistance [1]. The main problem associated with RAP in
cementitious materials is the strength loss due to the porous interface [2–5]. The use of
metakaolin (MK) can improve slag based AAM's properties [6,7]. The objective of this study
is to investigate if the properties of RAP-AAM produced with low alkali concentration
(4% Na2O and Ms = 0 and 1) can be improved with 5% MK replacement. This investigation
compared isothermal calorimetry, compressive and flexural strength results for RAP-AAM
produced with and without MK replacement.

2. Materials

The RAP-AAM was produced mixing a powdered precursor with an alkali solution.
The precursors used were ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) supplied by
Ecocem and MK (Caltra). The alkali solution was prepared using sodium hydroxide
sodium silicate solution form VWR. Fine RAP aggregate was obtained by removing the
fine fraction (<4 mm) of a locally milled flexible pavement supplied by Willemen Infra
Recycling. Table 1 shows the compositions studied.

Table 1. Compositions (Ms = silica modulus, w = water, p = precursor, a = fine RAP aggregate).

Precursor Alkali-Solution
a/p

GGBFS MK Na2O Ms w/p

R4-0 100.0 g 0 g 4% 0 0.5 1.5

5MK4-0 95.0 g 4.5 g 4% 0 0.5 1.5

R4-1 100.0 g 0 g 4% 1 0.5 1.5

5MK4-1 95.0 g 4.5 g 4% 1 0.5 1.5

Mortar mixing details and experimental procedures can be found elsewhere [5].
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3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 presents the calorimetry results for the different RAP-AAM samples studied.
The sharp peak at the start of the experiment was only partially captured. The second
and main peak is related to the precipitation of the reaction products [8,9]. Samples with
sodium silicate (R4-1 and 5MK4-1) have a delayed second peak due to the workability
retention and the reduced availability of OH- [10,11]. Replacing 5% of GGBFS with MK
decreased the intensity and delayed the second peak. It also reduced the cumulative heat
of the samples. The retarding effect of MK in the formation of reaction products was also
observed in another research [12].

 
Figure 1. Calorimetry results of RAP-AAM.

The compressive and flexural strength of the samples is presented in Figure 2. The
use of MK reduced the early strength of the samples (both compressive and flexural). At
later ages, however, the use of MK caused some slight improvements in strength. This
result differs from other studies [7,13] that reported a reduction in compressive strength
and gains in flexural strength for sodium hydroxide alkali-activated pastes and mortars.
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Figure 2. Compressive and flexural strength results for RAP-AAM.

4. Conclusions

The use of MK delayed the formation of main reaction products, which significantly
impacted the early strength of the studied mixes. The filler effect of MK may have helped
anchor RAP particles to the matrix and caused slight improvements in compressive strength
observed at 28 days. This study did not see significant improvement in flexural strength
as observed elsewhere [7], most likely due to the low alkali concentration used. Further
studies of the benefit of MK for RAP-AAM at higher concentration of alkalis is needed.
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BIM (building information modelling) is transforming the architecture, engineering,
and construction (AEC) industry all around the world. In Sub-Saharan countries, its spread
is in an earlier stage, while academics are working hand in hand with the local industry
for its smooth implementation. In this context, the aim of this research is to provide
an approach for designing industrial warehouses subjected to marine conditions using
BIM. For this purpose, and considering our context, we make use of a methodology with
seven steps:

More precisely:

• Definition of BIM general requirements for this type of construction project. Here,
we define the units, the language, the open standard for exchanging data, the BIM
deliverables, the quality control process, and how data sharing will be performed, and
adopt a Level of Development 300;

• Design of the 3D BIM architectural model. Parametric objects (footings, walls, win-
dows, beam, column. . . ) are used to create the model, and the software used is
Autodesk Revit Architecture 2018;

• Design of thermal insulation making use of CSTB (1975), Microsoft Excel 2010, and
the previous BIM architectural model;

• Design of the 3D BIM structural model using Revit 2018 Platform, Robot Structural
Analysis 2018, and IFC format;

• Coordination of 3D BIM models and interference detection with the software Autodesk
Navisworks Manage; all possible clashes between the different models are corrected
in order to obtain a consistent 3D BIM model;
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• Creation of 4D BIM model by combining the schedule (created with the software Ms.
Project) of the project to each BIM objects of the 3D BIM model;

• Creation of the 5D model that gives us the cost estimation of the elements built onsite
and the element to be built at every step of the project (this calculation is carried out
using Navisworks manage or intelligent BIM objects).

This methodology is applied for the design of a warehouse dedicated to containing
cocoa or coffee products requiring a homogeneous thermo-hydroscopic setting in a marine
environment of the industrial area of the deep-sea port of Kribi (Cameroon), with a surface
of 2000 m2 and 11.2 m height. Preliminary results show that the proposed methodology
can be easily implemented with available BIM software commonly used by engineers in
Cameroon. This approach makes it possible to quickly obtain a consistent 5D BIM model
of the industrial building, namely a comprehensive model which integrates data related to:
architecture, structure, thermal insulation, and planning of the industrial building.

Our research studies are moving forward in order to automatically generate costs
related to the project using state of art approaches related to higher Degree BIM models
and based on intelligent BIM objects.
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The utilization of waste materials in pavement systems such as recycled concrete
aggregates (RCA) and tire derived aggregates (TDA) has become a common practice in
the design of surface wearing course layers. Though research is emerging on the use of
RCA and TDA in the subbase layers, very limited studies are available that quantify their
effect on the overall behavior of the pavement systems. Therefore, the major objective of
this study was to develop a framework that could assist in quantifying pavement perfor-
mance responses by using finite element method under standard wheel load of 80 kN. The
information pertinent to the material characteristics of pavement systems comprising three
distinct subbase layers were collected, and the designs were performed in accordance with
global pavement design guidelines. The control pavement system comprised granular
subbase layer, while the other two pavement designs consisted of subbase layers, which uti-
lized RCA, and blends of RCA and TDA (RCA-TDA) as alternatives to natural aggregates.
Further, axisymmetric finite element models of the three pavement systems resting over the
subgrade were generated, and the stresses and strains developed in the different layers of
the pavement were quantified. The test results indicated that the magnitude of vertical com-
pressive strains for the combined RCA-TDA subbase were the highest, followed by subbase
layers with RCA and natural aggregates designed separately. However, it is important to
mention that the cost of 1 km long and 3.5 m wide pavement subbase with coarse granular
aggregates was about 45.34% higher than the RCA subbase course and 18.74% higher
than the combined RCA-TDA subbase layer. Though recycling of waste materials such as
RCA and RCA-TDA resulted in slightly higher stresses and strains compared to pavement
systems with virgin granular materials, the cost of construction reduced significantly along
with the decreased need for extraction of virgin materials, which is certainly an approach
towards low-impact development sustainable infrastructure. The framework proposed in
this research may be extended further by incorporating variable traffic and different layer
thicknesses or materials to ascertain the performance of a diversified set of pavements. It is
envisioned that this research will not only assist in understanding the structural response
of various pavement systems from a holistic design point of view, but also in promoting
recycling of waste materials as applications in pavement technology from sustainability
perspective, i.e., focused on waste-to-wealth and circular economy concepts.
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Abstract: The increased awareness of the effects of ecological imbalances associated with construction
and industry forced several corporate and governmental bodies to look at avenues for sustainability
over a broad spectrum in the 21st century. Most of these industrial and other associations, both
governmental and private, started to look for the path to sustainability in a wide variety of sectors
ranging from energy, urban development, corporate, agriculture, food, and even in fashion, to meet
the requirements through the three known pillars of sustainability, namely environmental, societal,
and economic. Coming to infrastructure, sustainability is a crucial part where the activities of design,
construction, conservation of resources for future generations, could produce light-weight resilient
structures having high strength and performance which improves the life span of the structure.
Sustainability of infrastructure and its intricacies plays an incredible role in the assessment method-
ologies and the governing principles have to satisfy the requirements of three pillars of sustainability
without compromising the strength and performance of the structure. The paper is an effort to
present a comprehensive outline for the sustainability of resilient infrastructure, activities related to
construction and prefabrication, its importance, and its assessment methodologies available presently.
Policies such as minimization of construction materials, energy conservation, and use of construction
and demolition waste, apart from industrial waste byproducts which, in turn, reduces the impact
on environment and also minimizes the emission of CO2 are advocated. It is felt that innovative,
environmentally friendly, and appropriate utilization of materials based on effective research and
developmental outcomes are needed. Apart from this the suitability, appropriateness, and limitations
of each of the assessment methodologies for ensuring an extended lifespan in particular for the
infrastructure are discussed. The aim is leaving the smallest footprint, while suggesting the possible
avenues to achieve lasting structural facilities in all forms of infrastructure in future.
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With an increasing interest in environmental issues, a variety of studies have been
carried out to improve the sustainability of concrete pavements [1]. Use of structural fibers
in pavement applications is one of the methods proposed to reducethe carbon footprint
of concrete pavements. As the fibers allow the production of concrete pavements with
lower thickness and without conventional rebars [2] (which means lower use of materials),
by increasing the cracking resistance, and flexural performance of concrete. However,
the number of studies that numerically present the benefit that could be obtained from
macro fibers is still limited. This study has been carried out to examine how the use of
polypropylene (embossed, 40 mm) fibers in varying amounts (0.25–0.50–0.75–1.00%vol.)
change the required thickness, cost, and environmental impact (CO2 emission) of concrete
pavements. Selection of polypropylene fiber among its alternatives (steel, glass, carbon,
etc.) was done by considering their common usage in slab-on-ground applications, which
is due to their various advantages, such as ease of handling, competitive cost, and corrosion
free nature.

To achieve the aim of the study, first an experimental study was conducted to deter-
mine the mechanical performance (compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, and flexural
performance) of concrete mixtures with and without fibers. Then, thickness design for
a sample road was done (according to IRC 58 [3]) by using the experimentally obtained
material parameters, and specified thickness values were used to determine the amount of
material (aggregate, cement, water, super-plasticizer, fiber) required to produce 1 m2 pave-
ment. In the last part, by using the amount of required materials and cost/CO2 emission of
unit products, cost and CO2 emission values were determined for each of the considered
mixtures (for 1 m2 pavement construction).

Based on the mechanical test results, used fibers did not considerably change the
compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, and flexural strength of concrete mixtures.
However, considerable improvements in the post-cracking flexural performance were
obtained for the fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) mixtures depending on the amount of
fiber used. Despite the increasing cost (13.9–51.3–85.5–111.5% increase for 0.25–0.50–0.75–
1.00%vol., respectively), decreased thickness requirements (5.2–9.6–14.0–19.7% reduction
for 0.25–0.50–0.75–1.00%vol., respectively) and CO2 emissions (8.3–9.9–11.6–15.1% reduc-
tion for 0.25–0.50–0.75–1.00%vol., respectively) were found for FRC mixtures compared to
the plain one. Based on the results, despite the decrease in thickness requirement and CO2
emission, material cost increases with increasing polypropylene fiber amount. It is worth
noting here that the presented results are valid for the fibers used in this study, and use of
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different fiber types (with different raw materials (e.g., recycled fibers), surface properties,
lengths, aspect ratios, etc.) might alter the results in varying amounts.
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Building information modelling (BIM) is getting increasingly used in practice as a
method of consistent and continuous usage of digital information in the design, construc-
tion, and operation of buildings [1]. During recent years, the infrastructure sector of the
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) domain has been introduced to the
previously established workflows, processes, and data models to focus on the building
sector [2,3]. This contribution showcases a typical workflow as applied to a bridge model,
i.e., the quality checking and quality assurance (QA/QC) of digital information delivered
during the design phase. We present the QA/QC process, report lessons learned, and
conclude with an outlook.

A very important aspect of any information flow is ensuring received data’s com-
pliance with predefined requirements (see Figure 1). In the world of BIM, the Exchange
Information Requirements (EIRs) lists all necessary information to be delivered at handover,
i.e., every element with its attributes, attribute types, as well as constraints to values in
attributes. The information author produces a BIM execution plan (BEP) which details the
EIR as applied to the project considering the software solutions employed. The model is
submitted in an agreed format, e.g., a vendor-neutral non-proprietary data in an Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) format [4]. Checking rules shall be derived from the BEP and
encoded using the open data format mvdXML. The rules are used for automatic model
checking of the delivered data from the BIM modelling process. Identified issues shall be
reported back to the modeler using the BIM collaboration format (BCF) data format.

We showcase the QA/QC process on a bridge model from Sweden. The requirements
were defined before the design commenced and shared with the design firm. For example,
the EIR requires the length of an edge beam Längd (kantbalk) to be provided for the asset
management system used by the agency. The BEP foresees this information to be provided
within an IFC dataset, attached with a property set to an IfcBeam element. The property set
is named ePset_BaTManKantbalkOccurence and the property K35: Längd (kantbalk).

The corresponding checking rule in the mvdXML is presented in Figure 2. It checks
that the type of the property’s value is a length measure next to the correct naming of the
property set and the property. The model submitted to the stakeholder is checked against
the requirement with the following result. Out of 15 beams in the delivered dataset, 13 pass
and 2 fail the described check, since they do not have the specific property set attached.

The example and the checking rules are prepared in the current official IFC4 version
of the standard [4]. The scope of this version is building related with limited support for
the infrastructure domain. Thus, many modelling decisions in BEP are suboptimal, which
can frequently and knowingly involve misusing an established concept or an IFC entity.
The spatial container for the whole bridge is chosen to be IfcBuilding and showcases a
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work-around for the lack of better alternatives, whereas the railing of the bridge modelled
as an IfcRailing, for example, demonstrates good practice. Additionally, many elements
are modelled using the placeholder entity IfcBuildingElementProxy and classified using less
than ideal concepts, e.g., properties for objects defined in this project.

Figure 1. Conceptual workflow of information with QA/QC in AEC domain.

Figure 2. The checking rule encoded in mvdXML.

The IFC standard was expanded over the course of the past few years to provide better
support for infrastructure specifics [3]. The authors call for its fast adoption in the industry
to ensure semantically rich exchanges with little-to-none work-arounds needed. This can
provide a sound basis for QA/QC in the infrastructure domain of the AEC industry.
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1. Overview and Motivation

Sustainability assessment (SA) is a method to support decision making processes
through the evaluation of system effectiveness, environmental integrity, economic valuation,
and social implications [1]. SA can be carried out through the application of life-cycle-based
techniques for quantitative assessment, or by performing a mainly qualitative approach via
sustainability rating systems (SRS).

In the field of civil engineering, many SRS have been proposed, all based on assigning
point values to actions that are determined to contribute to the overall sustainability of the
project. However, only few of these systems can be applied specifically to compare road
pavement technologies and/or maintenance and rehabilitation strategies. This study focuses
on adapting two of these tools: GreenPave [2], developed in the US, and BE2ST (Building
Environmentally and Economically Sustainable Transportation–Infrastructure–Highways) [3],
developed in Canada. The investigation consisted of evaluating the feasibility of increasing the
amount of reclaimed asphalt (RA) in European wearing courses by carrying out a comparative
analysis of eight different mixtures, containing up to 90% of RA.

2. Methodology, Results and Main Contribution

As anticipated above, the SA was performed using two SRS: GreenPave and BE2ST.
Both tools allow us to carry out an SA exercise by assigning a label to each compared
alternative, from Gold to Bronze according to the final rating; however, GreenPave limits the
assessment to the asphalt mixtures technology development phase, while BE2ST allows us
to also compare road pavement maintenance strategies. Even if there are some similarities,
the scores are assigned with different criteria. In fact, if GreenPave groups the sustainability
goals into four categories (Pavement technologies, Material and Resources, Energy and
Atmosphere, Innovation and Design Process), BE2ST judges the performance, evaluating
the Life Cycle Assessment [4,5] for environmental aspects, the Life Cycle Cost Analysis
for economic impacts [6], the traffic noise, the social costs, the social carbon costs and the
recycling ratio. Furthermore, BE2ST expresses the results as a percentage of the baseline:
the label depends on the term of comparison.

In order to apply the former tool to the EU context, ECORCE M [7] was used instead
of PALATE for calculating environmental indicators, while the Social Carbon Cost was
assessed by considering the European average annual salary.
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At first, the study provides limits and benefits of the EU-adapted SRS; then, a valida-
tion of the tools was performed by carrying out a SA of three case studies. As a result, both
SRSs provide similar trends of scores when compared with hot asphalt mixtures for wearing
courses with no recycled materials; however, GreenPave labels all the RA technologies
as Gold or Silver, unlike conventional asphalts, which never meet the requirements for
sustainability (Figure 1). On the other side, with BE2ST, almost all the new mixtures achieve
a label (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Results of the south EU case study calculated with EU-adapted GreenPave system.

Figure 2. Results of the south EU case study calculated with EU-adapted BE2ST system.

3. Conclusions and Future Works

In conclusion, it can be stated that, regardless of the SRS tools, maximizing the quan-
tity of RA in hot mix asphalt for wearing courses, while guaranteeing the same level of
durability, seems to be a more sustainable solution than not recycling at all. This is true for
both a single intervention and by considering a 60-year maintenance strategy.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, G.B. and D.L.P.; methodology, G.B. and D.L.P.; software,
D.L.P.; validation, G.B. and D.L.P.; formal analysis, G.B. and D.L.P.; investigation, G.B. and D.L.P.;
resources, D.L.P.; data curation, G.B. and D.L.P.; writing—original draft preparation, G.B., D.L.P.;
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1. Introduction

The use of alternative materials in asphalt pavements has become a critical matter in
pavement engineering due to sustainability issues. These issues include the utilisation of
finite resources, the need to re-use wastes, and reduce the generation of greenhouse gas
emissions. To cope with these issues, two approaches can be considered. Firstly, the use of
Reclaimed Asphalt (RA) in new asphalt mixtures has become a common practice in recent
decades in the asphalt industry, particularly in small amounts (<20%). However, there
are still some concerns regarding the use of higher amounts (>20%) due to uncertainties
in its performance. Secondly, the use of non-petroleum-based binders as alternatives to
conventional bitumen is starting to gain force in this field. Recently, the combination of both
approaches has been shown to be feasible and could lead to more sustainable solutions in
pavement engineering. Nevertheless, more research is needed to give confidence to these
innovative asphalt mixtures towards their final implementation. In this regard, the aim of
this investigation is to optimise the combination of an RA source and an alternative binder
made from vegetal by-products of other industries (biobinder) and target the maximum
content of both materials in the asphalt mixture.

2. Methodology

For this purpose, two sources of reclaimed asphalt (RAs) and two types of biomaterials
were characterised, namely a biobinder and a bioemulsion. The cohesion and stiffness
properties of the RAs were studied by means of ITS and ITSM testing 100% RA specimens
manufactured at different temperatures. With this, the degree of activation of the RA
binders was estimated. On the other hand, the biobinder, bioemulsion, and the extracted
binder from the RA were conventionally and rheologically characterised at the whole range
of service temperatures of pavements.

The optimisation of the design of the sustainable asphalt mixtures was performed
using the rheology and performance-related properties of the RA, the extracted binder from
RA and the biobinder, and the different results and hypotheses on the degree of blending
between both binders obtained from the RA characterisation.

3. Results

The results of the RAs characterisation show the potential of these methodologies
to determine the degree of binder activation as an intrinsic property of RA. The charac-
terisation of the biomaterials reveals their ability to fully replace asphalt binders in hot
and cold asphalt mixtures. Finally, the optimisation of the asphalt mixture design using
the rheological and performance-related properties of the individual components of the
mixture and the degree of blending between binder show its key role in the design of
suitable and sustainable asphalt mixtures that include alternative materials.
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Alkali-activated materials (AAMs, also called geopolymers) are considered as ex-
cellent alternative binders to replace Portland cement in concrete because AAMs have
ce-ment clinker free binders made of industrial by-products or treated and cleaned wastes
containing minerals via alkali-activation technology. AAMs have been extensively studied
in the past few decades. However, industrial scale production and engineering struc-
ture applications of this type of material remain scarce. The main challenges concerning
scientific and technical aspects are that: (1) qualities and chemical compositions of raw
materials largely depend on the adopted processing technique and there are considerable
regional differences even amongst the same kinds of materials, such as fly ash. These
situations largely affect the chemical activity of raw materials and have significant influence
on reaction conditions and kinetics, which consequently leads to considerable changes
in the generated microstructure and entirely different behavior and performance of the
material after hardening. (2) Some uncertainties regarding the long-term performances
and degradation mechanisms of geopolymer systems are missing. This primary issue
needs to be addressed in order to build the acceptance and confidence required for the
use of AAMs in industrial applications. (3) Studies have shown that AAM concrete has
different time-dependent properties (i.e., higher shrinkage and creep) compared to ordinary
Portland cement concrete. This implies that when AAM concrete is used as a structural
element in construction where it is restrained externally or internally, the shrinkage of
geo-polymer concrete will develop a tensile stress, which might cause cracking beyond the
tensile strength of the concrete.

This presentation will review recent research on these aspects and introduce some
projects from materials studies to structural applications.
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1. Three Dimensions for Integration of Solutions to Improve Sustainability

Improving the sustainability of pavements requires action across all stages of the full
life cycle of the pavement:

• Materials extraction;
• Materials processing;
• Materials transportation;
• Construction;
• Use;
• End of Life.

Proposed solutions that do not look at the complete life cycle of the pavement, and do
not consider the full system (all interactions of the pavement with other systems in each
stage) may result in less-than-optimal positive outcomes and create the risk of negative
unintended consequences. Negative unintended consequences mean that the proposed
solution may in fact achieve the opposite of sustainability goals.

The focus of most efforts concerning pavements have focused on materials, which,
while also important, is only one aspect of the steps in the project delivery process where
changes can be made to improve sustainability. Proposed solutions must be found in every
stage of infrastructure delivery:

• Planning (if new);
• Pavement management to select project (if PMR&R);
• Conceptual design (Scoping);
• Design (PS&E);
• Construction;
• Monitor performance.

Finally, new approaches for improving pavement sustainability do not change any-
thing until they are completely implemented, meaning that the change is embedded in
policies, specifications, guidance, tools, and is part of every practitioner’s everyday practice.
The steps of moving from an idea to complete implementation are:

• Conceptual idea

� Feasibility analysis using life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle cost analysis
(LCCA) to quantify expected outcomes and cost/benefit, and further assess-
ment of the proposed change to assess which ideas are most promising to
move forward
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• Research

� Reassessment as the idea is developed using LCA and LCCA to better calculate
its potential for beneficial outcomes and the cost per unit of beneficial outcome

• Development

� Creating the databases, validated models, tools, policies, specifications, and training

• Implementation

� Receiving approval for implementation, making the changes in all information
that is part of the project delivery process, training all users, and supporting
users in their daily practice

• Feedback

� The above process concerns feedback for continuous improvement, and new
concepts should be developed as the current ones are being implemented

2. Problems of Lack of Integration and Vision for Integrated Solutions

Recent research and development has advanced our knowledge regarding structural
and material design technologies for pavements and improved methods for modeling
their performance, cost and environmental impacts. However, many of these advances
are not well integrated when implemented. Because of the lack of integration, advances
implemented in different stages of the pavement project delivery process and network
management system may not be recognized or considered in other stages. The lack of
integration also results in difficulties in updating solutions in different stages of the delivery
process that share common data types and models intended for the same purpose. Lack of
integration presents implementation difficulties for new technologies when the implemen-
tation must be done separately for tools used in each stage of the delivery process. This
presentation summarizes the overall vision and milestones reached to date for creating and
implementing an integrated systems approach and continuous improvement process for
the pavement enterprise in California, including structural design, materials specifications,
construction specifications, network pavement asset management, life cycle cost analysis,
environmental life cycle assessment, and prioritization of policies, to achieve state-wide
environmental goals.
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